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Meeting with Maxwell Burns, Champion Travel 

Maxwell Burns is the guy who can beat Expedia at their own game. 

When you can take on and beat the world’s biggest travel website you have to know a thing or two 

about holidays and airline tickets. But that is not too difficult for Max who has been selling all things 

travel since 1976. It was a dose of sunstroke that led the young Kiwi landscaper to enquire about a 

consultant role in a Perth Travel Agency in Western Australia. Suddenly Max had found his calling. 

“Being a travel agent is a selfless occupation” Max says “because you have to do everything possible 

to help your clients save money. Therefore no ticket is too small or too big for me” he tells me. 

“Besides, it is amazing how many small ticket clients come back to you wanting bigger tickets in the 

future” he says.  

Whether you are an individual looking for a holiday or a business needing to fly employees to all 

corners of the globe you should give Champion Travel a call. He can beat Expedia! 

Max is also now working on a new idea that could change the way we buy travel in the future. He calls 

it ‘The Table Top Travellers Club’.  

“How it works”, he says, “is the man or woman in the street becomes a travel agent earning from 

every ticket or booking they refer to Champion Travel. People sell travel to their friends and 

colleagues through my website and earn a commission on every sale they make. I can guarantee 

their clients get a price that matches or beats Expedia - so everyone wins. Through me people can 

sell cruises, package holidays, travel insurance, airline tickets and even ‘Incredible Adventure’ 

experiences like flying fighter jets over Moscow” Max tells me 

“The amount of the commission the seller makes depends on which Table Top franchise they buy, 

Gold, Silver or Bronze, and it is a great little business they can run from their kitchen or dining table, 

hence the name. It is perfect for young mums who are looking for some extra income or people who 

don’t want to work full time and want something they can do from home. They don’t need to be 

qualified travel agents to sell because they are referring the purchase to me - and I have all 

qualifications they need”.  

Max has buying power with 800 airlines, 35,000 hotels, 30 global rental car firms and 7 worldwide 

Insurance companies. He can put travel deals together for his Table Top team members that no one 

else can match - because he takes the time to get the best price he can.  

So if you are looking for a career change - and want to be part of what could be the next revolution in 

the travel business - it would be worth giving Max a call. Who knows where that might lead you? 
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